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A COLLECTION OF SHORT STORIES

What if...... instead of thinking about all our adulting tasks
that we need to do over Christmas. We thought about and
talked about what we loved as a kid at Christmas and shared
that. I know my 'to do' list and I don't need to be reminded
every time I catch up with someone, walk into a store, or see
it on social media. Trust me that adulting thing I need to do is
well and truly planted up there. I love love love stories of
peoples lives - I love to hear how different everyone had it being a grandmother who made the best pudding or like my
mum who decorated the house that is looked like Santa
threw up all over our house - floor to ceiling Christmas junk.
Oh, I would love to hear what your kids will never experience
as you did as a kid at Christmas as well. So over this month, I
want to share with you my Christmas stories from my
childhood - I will hunt through the photo box and see if I can
find some kiddie pics of me to share. Share with me what you
loved as a kid - your favourite parts. I want to remember the
excitement that was so much that I thought I was going to
burst as a kid.

Where does trifle come from? I know I will google it for the
history but recipes and ideas come from my mum and I am
sure for her - my grandmother and I believe so on and so on.
This was my attempt one year to try and replicate it - I have
never been able to. I loved that each spoonful was different sometimes sponge and custard that I enjoyed and other
times it was jelly and cream. It was soooo yummy and the
amazing trifle was the centrepiece for all Christmas meals.
Maybe now is the time to share with me your secret to the
perfect trifle. I will forever miss my mums and it was such a
wonderful memory.

With pyjamas on - and I did this early as a kid because the
earlier to bed the quicker the Christmas pressies. As soon as it
hit dusk we were all put into the Kingswood to drive around
the streets and check out all the Christmas lights. The local
paper would list the streets to drive down. People stood in
front of their houses and gave out treats - Houses were
covered in bright flashing colours and plenty of ornaments on
the front yards that had all of us in the car point and shout
when there was one of Santa. It was glorious, it was family, it
was an adventure, and it was the build-up to Christmas
morning - I loved it - I loved the sights and sounds, the
sweets, the community. I loved it all as a kid. It was one of my
favourite things as a child.

What I loved about Christmas as a kid..... I loved having
friends walk through my house at Christmas time. I wanted to
show off the decorations and the feeling my house gave off. It
was wonderful energy. When you put all the decorations up,
carols are playing and there are little bowls of Christmas
lollies everywhere - how can you not feel good as a kid. You
know pressies are coming, and all the yummy food. It was a
sign of the wonderful family time. I had parents who could be
home to talk with, there were school holidays, I could go see
my Pop. I loved the decorations. What was the one thing that
was put up or put out that made you know good times are
ahead.

When I could tell my friends about what I got at Christmas.
One year I got a green bike and it had tassels on the
handlebars - it was my favourite gift ever. Wait one - I got
roller skates just like in Xanadu and I skated around the
house thinking I was Olivia Newton-John (google it if you
don't get the reference) I remember wanting to share what I
got with my friends - the excitement - the joy and to see if
they got what their heart desired as well. Sharing the joy with
friends - it was so wonderful. I actually still love this as an
adult and I text my girlfriend's pictures of my gifts. Who knew
that sharing would be so much fun.

I loved the ease of picking out gifts as a kid - how easy it was
because no matter what you gifted my family was always
happy. It could have been something I made at school or
going shopping with my mum and having a couple of dollars
to spend on whatever I could find. NO ONE was disappointed
with my gift nor did I even worry about that. It was just joyous
to give. My heart was happy and I loved giving. I did not
overthink anything. It was the easiest job in the world
because giving made me happy.

I would get up in the middle of the night - after Santa had
been and I would sneak down to the lounge room and look at
the Christmas tree. It got me every time, lights flashing
making the whole room look spectacular whilst the rest of
the house was in darkness. How it seemed magical, inviting,
daring me to come over and unwrap gifts. I would go kneel in
front of the tree amongst all the presents that spilled out
onto the floor. I would just look for what seemed like for ages
with my eyes and big as plates as I was in awe of the magic. I
would pick some up and look at them, shake them to see if I
could figure it out. I would turn it over and over to see if there
was a small hole that would give it away. I don't remember
my age or how many years I did this but just like it was
yesterday I can close my eyes now and be that little girl
sitting in all that magic. I loved Christmas when I was little
and that is what I am choosing to remember and think about
this year.

I am grateful for my circle. I am grateful for
my followers. I am grateful for every like,
grateful for every comment and share. I am
grateful for our connection our
conversations. I am grateful for all the
#letsbereal tags. I am grateful for YOU.
Thankyou to all the new community
members for connecting with me.

